
The awesome powers that lurk in Krakoa have 
brought many a mutant back from the dead. Among 
their number is Destiny, beloved wife of Mystique. 
To celebrate their immense joy at being reunited 
after so many years, the couple is throwing a 
party fit for a pair of queens. Since the Renewal of 
Vows ceremony will be such a prestigious event, 
attendees are willing to put aside their differences 
to participate in the celebration. But what’s a bit of 
squabbling between “friends”? 

At the start of the Renewal of Vows event, players 
put their name on the dance card of one of the two 
event groups: those who are Honored Guests or 
those who Failed to RSVP. Each group has unique 
abilities and tactics they will learn to employ over the 
course of the event. As more Crises are completed, 
each group’s involvement in the ceremony increases, 
unlocking additional powers for them to use to 
hinder their rivals and impress the brides. Each 
day, a new Event Mission becomes active for the 
players to battle over. These daily Event Missions are 
themed around the Renewal of Vows and provide 
opportunities for both sides to party hard. 

Each Group Card gives the players a choice between 
two abilities, uniquely themed after one of two 
methods by which a guest could arrive. At the start 
of each day, a new row of abilities for both players 
to choose from will be posted for use in their games. 

These benefits are cumulative and can be changed 
at will. On day one, players will be eager to get the 
party started; by day three, all attendees will be 
ready to go out with a bang!

After each game played, players report their results to 
Atomic Mass Games at: atomicmassgames.com/RoV. 
Reports will be tallied and the group that comes out 
ahead will unlock an alternate art Team Tactic Card, 
which will be included in an upcoming Organized 
Play event kit.

EVENT RULES:
Players bring a standard Roster without Crisis 
Cards included. Before playing each game, players 
select the bonus(es) from the Faction Cards before 
rolling for priority. Players use the Event Mission 
for the current day of the Renewal of Vows event 
instead of building a Mission as normal. After each 
game played, players report their results together to 
Atomic Mass Games at: atomicmassgames.com/RoV.
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